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Roadtripping USA
This revised guide to a fast-growing water sport is for both novices and experienced kayakers. Whether
you want to fish or just watch wildlife, sea kayaking offers new ways to enjoy Florida's hidden bays and
open oceans. You'll find the latest information for a kayaking adventure: boats, camping, clothing, and
gear, as well as an expanded list of boat liveries and outfitters. Learn about the birds, wildlife, and
coastal vegetation you can expect to see as you paddle Florida's coasts. In this new edition you'll find
new maps and campsite guides to the Big Bend Sea Grasses Saltwater Paddling Trail, as well as an
expanded trail itinerary allowing you to see even more of Florida's "nature coast." There are also
additional tips, maps, and campsite locations for paddling the open water of the Everglades. Though the
Everglades and the Big Bend are the two most important paddling areas of the state, the rest of the
coastline is also described, highlighting Florida's history and geography.

Florida Trail Hikes
Nothing compares to paddling Florida's Everglades. Covering more than 14,000 square miles—from the
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headwaters of the Everglades in Orlando and Big Cypress State Park in the southwest, to Biscayne
National Park on the eastern edge and part of the Keys and the 10,000 Islands to the south—this tropical
wetland offers beautiful ecosystems, fascinating habitats, and many diverse paddle routes. Paddling
Everglades National Park introduces paddlers of all abilities to nearly fifty of the park's best
paddling routes. It also provides brief yet intriguing accounts of the remnants of precolonial history
one encounters along these routes and offers insight to the eight unique ecosystems that make up the
Everglades. Replete with maps showing access points and river miles, this guide also gives campsite
locations and related information for paddlers wishing to stay overnight, as well as information on the
park's extraordinary angling opportunities.

Frommer's South Florida 2001
When you hike the Florida Trail, our 1,400 mile National Scenic Trail along the length of the state,
you'll discover places of unusual natural features and unique botanical beauty. No matter whether you're
a day hiker, a backpacker, a birder, or a photographer, these are special places in Florida that you
won't want to miss.Florida Trail Hikes leads you to our favorites while also providing information about
trail communities you can use as "base camps" while visiting an area. This book is designed to provide
options for hikers of all abilities and interests. There are both short and long hikes, overnight trips,
and even a few accessible sections that can also be biked.This book includes rich descriptive details,
color maps, and color photos to inspire you. Grab this guide and go take a hike! Contains 48 detailed
hikes plus 9 overviews of popular section hikes as well as dozens of optional routes.

Hidden Florida
2008 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER Peter Matthiessen’s great American epic–Killing Mister Watson, Lost
Man’s River, and Bone by Bone–was conceived as one vast mysterious novel, but because of its length it
was originally broken up into three books. In this bold new rendering, Matthiessen has cut nearly a
third of the overall text and collapsed the time frame while deepening the insights and motivations of
his characters with brilliant rewriting throughout. In Shadow Country, he has marvelously distilled a
monumental work, realizing his original vision.

Great National Park Vacations
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With 1,400 miles of hiking across Florida, what does the Florida National Scenic Trail look like? Its
beauty and botanical diversity reflects the incredible variety of landscapes found in Florida, from
Caribbean-style tropical hammocks to Appalachian-like ravines with mountain laurel blooming in spring.
This compact coffee table book introduces you to a walk in the woods across the state of Florida.

Miami and the Keys '97
The best guide to the area, updated every yearTours of Miami Beach's Deco District and Coral
GablesSpectacular beaches and best bets for water sportsThe hippest nightlife--spots for salsa, jazz,
reggae, and bluesGreat golfing, biking, canoeing, fishing, and wildlife-watchingWhere to stay and eat,
no matter what your budgetModern and Art Deco hotels, beach resorts, charming inns and B&Bs, rental
condos, luxurious spas, and convenient motelsSmart cafés and posh restaurants, steak houses and seafood
bars, bistros and burger joints, pizzerias and delisFresh, thorough, practical--off and on the beaten
pathCosts, hours, descriptions, and tips by the thousandsAll reviews based on visits by savvy writerresidents17 pages of maps, 15 vacation itineraries, and more Important contacts and smart travel
tipsFodor's Choice What's Where Pleasures & Pastimes, the don't-miss activitiesNew & Noteworthy
Festivals Complete index

Florida 2003
Southern Florida is a paddler's paradise, from sandy keys, to mazes of mangroves, and sparkling
aquamarine water in between. This guide includes more than 50 trips that are a perfect introduction to
exploring the waterways and coasts of Southern Florida. Nigel Foster offers expert insider tips on how
to manage tides and changeable weather, alerts readers to potential hazards on the routes, and includes
fun anecdotes of his experiences with the area wildlife. Look inside to find: clear maps, difficulty
ratings, and points of special interest, as well as fascinating insights on the history and ecology of
Florida's waterways.

Sea Kayaking in Florida
Completely updated each year, this colorful guide to Florida features photos, a pull-out map, and smart
travel tips.
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Everglades Wildflowers
The Everglades region is a mosaic of interconnected ecosystems where a slight elevation change can lead
you from dry, rocky pinelands and shady hardwood hammocks to flooded grassy prairies and deep,
mysterious swamps. Fascinating wildflowers abound in every habitat. This full-color, expanded second
edition contains beautiful photos, easy-to-understand descriptions, and interesting facts about 362
wildflowers that inhabit this picturesque region.

The Everglades: River of Grass
Provides complete travel information on the cities, small towns, and resorts of Florida with advice on
transportation, dining, sightseeing, accommodations, sports, shopping, and other attractions

Paddling the Everglades Wilderness Waterway
+Description= ""Fodor's guides are always a pleasure."" -- The Chicago Tribune ""Teeming with maps and
loaded with addresses, phone numbers, and directions."" -- Newsday Experienced and first-time travelers
alike rely on Fodor's Gold Guides for rich, reliable coverage the world over. Updated each year and
containing a foldout Rand McNally map, a Fodor's Gold Guide is an essential tool for any kind of
traveler. If you only have room for one guide, this is the guide for you. Let the world's smartest guide
enrich your trip Vivid descriptions evoke what makes South Florida unique - Local experts show you the
special places - Thorough updating keeps you on track - Practical information gives you the tools to
explore - Easy-to-use format puts it all at your fingertips Choose among many hotels and restaurants in
all price categories Stay in grand historic hotels, restored Art Deco jewels, golf and tennis resorts,
seaside hideaways - Dine in elegant restaurants, culinary hot spots, ethnic eateries, fish houses, and
Old Florida favorites - Check out hundreds of detailed reviews and learn what's special about each place
Mix and match our itineraries and discover the unexpected Savvy advice helps you decide where to go and
when - Driving and walking tours guide you from glamorous Palm Beach to laid-back Key West, from Chic
Miami to the silent waterways of the Everglades - Hit all the best beaches - Listen to salsa, jazz, and
reggae - Explore boutiques, crafts galleries, shell shops, bathing-suit emporiums, and cigar stores Go
straight to the facts you need and find all that's new Useful maps and background information - How to
get there and get around -When to go - What to pack - Costs, hours, and tips by the thousands
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A Year in the National Parks
On January 1 of 2016, Stefanie Payne, a creative professional working at NASA Headquarters, and Jonathan
Irish, a photographer with National Geographic, left their lives in Washington, D.C. and hit the open
road on an expedition to explore and document all 59 of America's national parks during the centennial
celebration of the U.S. National Park Service - 59 parks in 52 weeks - the Greatest American Road Trip.
Captured in more than 300,000 digital photographs, written stories, and videos shared by the national
and international media, their project resulted in an incredible view of America's National Park System
seen in its 100th year. 'A Year in the National Parks, The Greatest American Road Trip' is a gorgeous
visual journey through our cherished public lands, detailing a rich tapestry of what makes each park
special, as seen along an epic journey to visit them all within one special celebratory year.

Exploring Everglades National Park and the Surrounding Area
Learn about the natural side of Florida and its hundreds of beaches and parks. It's a guide to the
Florida beyond the billboards and mega-attractions.--Atlanta Journal-Constitution.

Florida, '98
The best guide to South Florida's natural wonders and unique treasures. This guide explores all the way
from romantic Key Largo to Big Pine Key, Little Torch Key and funky Key West. It offers extensive
information on ways to explore, including aerial tours, cycling trails, the Pelican Path (Key West),
canoe and kayak tours and nature hikes.

Florida '93
Adventure Guide to the Florida Keys & the Everglades National Park
Provides complete travel information on the cities, small towns, and resorts of Florida with advice on
transportation, dining, sightseeing, accommodations, sports, shopping, and other attractions

Moon Florida Keys
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Paddling Everglades National Park
"As essential as sunscreen and a must-have for anyone visiting or living in South Florida."--Mac Stone,
author of Everglades: America's Wetland "An alluring snapshot, capturing the regions' fun side with
fishing, fantasy, food, and an overall funky feel."--Mary Barley, chair, Everglades Trust "Delivers all
of the hidden and not-so-hidden gems that even the most discerning traveler needs to have for a true
national park experience in South Florida, combining the ever-evolving story of the unique and amazing
Everglades ecosystem with the must-do's for every visitor."-- John Adornato, Sun Coast Regional
Director, National Parks Conservation Association "More than just a guidebook: it's a warm, inviting
exploration of South Florida's natural beauty and history."--Laura Albritton, author of Miami for
Families: A Vacation Guide for Parents and Kids "Shows readers how to experience natural beauty in
places they would never find on their own--and makes the workings of this complicated ecosystem easy to
understand."--Daniel Burkhardt, editor of Florida Bay Forever: A Story of Water from the Everglades to
the Keys Packed with adventure and a local's expert advice, this guide is essential reading for a funfilled trip through the world's most famous wetland, the Everglades, and the spectacular marine
environment of the 130-mile island chain formed by the Florida Keys. From the Ten Thousand Islands to
Big Cypress, the Everglades, and the Florida Keys, Silk stops through alluring locales, such as a
mysterious Coral Castle in the Redland/Homestead area, and the exceptional waterside campgrounds of
Biscayne National Park. Silk's tour of the region even features an eerie Cold War-era missile base deep
in Everglades National Park. Awe-inspiring boardwalks, paddles through mangroves, dives to imperiled
reefs, a ride on the famous African Queen boat from the eponymous Bogart and Hepburn movie, and a
sampling of the scenic and quirky attraction of Key West complete Silk's journey. Along the way, the
reader will learn about local history and culture and discover some of the eclectic, locally owned
restaurants, watering holes, and attractions that possess the charming Old Florida character.

Paddling Everglades and Biscayne National Parks
Stretching more than 1,200 miles across the Sunshine State, the green ribbon of the Florida National
Scenic Trail connects the silent depths of the Everglades cypress swamps with the crystalline white sand
beaches of Pensacola. Illustrated with fetching full-color photographs, this volume weaves a narrative
of day hikes and backpacking trips with snippets of the natural and cultural history that define the
essence of Florida.
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An Ecotourist's Guide to the Everglades and the Florida Keys
"Critical discussion of popular culture in Florida, which began drawing winter visitors before the Civil
War (now boasts a hundred million+ visitors annually). These essays explore many facets of Florida's
culture: Mickey; Shamu; early tourist sites; KeyW

Canoe & Kayak
Adventure Guide to the Florida Keys & Everglades National Park
Fodor's South Florida 2000
The Ultimate Guide to Paddling the Everglades! Nothing compares to paddling Everglades and Biscayne
National Parks. Encompassing nearly 1.7 million acres combined, these two national parks cover most of
South Florida, from Everglades City south to Flamingo and across much of Florida Bay, and from the
western shoreline of Biscayne Bay east to the offshore reefs, including part of the upper Florida Keys.
Paddlers can discover beautiful ecosystems, fascinating habitats, and many diverse paddling routes.
Paddling Everglades and Biscayne National Parks details at least 40 of the very best paddles throughout
the National Parks, providing routes for every type of paddler. User-friendly format with informative
maps throughout Informative at-a-glance paddle specs for every route Full-color photos throughout GPS
coordinates for every put-in/takeout

Florida '97
The best guide to Miami, updated every year Tours of Miami Beach's Deco District and Coral Gables
Spectacular beaches, best bets for water sports, great fishing The hippest nightlife--spots for salsa,
jazz, reggae, blues Great golfing, fishing, biking, and spas Where to stay and eat, no matter what your
budget Modern and Deco hotels, beach resorts, charming inns, rental condos, luxurious spas Smart cafes
and posh restaurants, steak houses and oyster bars, bistros and burger joints, pizzerias, and more
Fresh, thorough, practical--from writers you can trust Costs, hours, descriptions, and tips by the
thousands 22 pages of maps--and dozens of unique features Important Contacts A to Z; Smart Travel Tips;
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Fodor's Choice; What's Where; Pleasures & Pastimes; festivals; complete index; and more!

Florida 2002
This is the ultimate guide to discovering the vast "River of Grass" ecoregion of the southern Florida
mainland. Packed with photographs, maps, and informative text, this guide will help outdoor enthusiasts
appreciate the landscape and varied flora and fauna of this watershed whether they have a day to spend
in the effort or a lifetime. This edition includes new routes in Biscayne National Park. Whether
traveling by canoe or by foot, this guide will enhance the next journey into the remarkable Everglades.

Everglades Encounter
This guide features stunning color photographs of 300 common wildflowers from Ocala National Forest,
Merritt Island National Wildlife Refuge, Loxahatchee National Wildlife Refuge, the Disney Wilderness
Preserve, Archbold Biological Station, and Paynes Prairie State Park among others. Detailed descriptions
and full-color photos aid the reader in identifying plants in the field.

Central Florida Wildflowers
The complete guide with the best beaches, resorts, restaurants, shopping and golf.

Paddling Southern Florida
Nothing compares to paddling Florida's Everglades. Covering more than 14,000 square miles—from the
headwaters of the Everglades in Orlando and Big Cypress State Park in the southwest, to Biscayne
National Park on the eastern edge and part of the Keys and the 10,000 Islands to the south—this tropical
wetland offers beautiful ecosystems, fascinating habitats, and many diverse paddle routes. Paddling
Everglades National Park introduces paddlers of all abilities to nearly fifty of the park's best
paddling routes. It also provides brief yet intriguing accounts of the remnants of precolonial history
one encounters along these routes and offers insight to the eight unique ecosystems that make up the
Everglades. Replete with maps showing access points and river miles, this guide also gives campsite
locations and related information for paddlers wishing to stay overnight, as well as information on the
park's extraordinary angling opportunities.
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Florida 2004
From Miami to Loggerhead Key in the Dry Tortugas, get to know this free-spirited archipelago of beaches,
palm trees, and fun with Moon Florida Keys. Inside you'll find: Flexible itineraries including a Key
West getaway and a week-long road trip along the Overseas Highway, with coverage of Miami and an
adventurous excursion into the Everglades Strategic advice for water sports lovers, wildlife fanatics,
families with kids, foodies, and more Unique experiences and can't-miss sights: Explore the fascinating
coral reefs and shipwrecks of Key Largo or visit Hemingway's house to meet the descendants of his
legendary polydactyl cats. Spot colorful birds or canoe with gators in the Everglades. Venture through
mangrove and pine forests inhabited by endangered species in the National Key Deer Refuge. Catch the
sunrise on a secluded beach or dance the night away at Florida's best clubs and bars Local Flavors:
Taste authentic Cuban chicken stew, fried plantains drizzled with honey, and flaky pastelitos in Miami.
Sip refreshing mojitos and nibble on award-winning key lime pie in Key West. Savor some of the best
fresh seafood in the country or satisfy your adventurous side with fried alligator tail and conch
fritters The best outdoor sports and recreation, including sailing, fishing, kayaking, biking, diving,
and snorkeling along the only living barrier reef in the continental USA Expert insight and honest
advice from Florida local Joshua Lawrence Kinser on when to go, how to get around, and where to stay,
from historic inns and beachside B&Bs to budget motels and campgrounds Full-color photos and detailed
maps throughout Thorough background on the landscape, climate, wildlife, and local culture With Moon's
expert advice and local know-how, you can experience the best of the Florida Keys. Hitting the road?
Check out Moon South Florida & the Keys Road Trip. Visiting the Caribbean? Try Moon Bahamas or Moon
Jamaica.

Florida in the Popular Imagination
This guide features stunning color photographs of more than 600 common wildflowers of Florida. Detailed
descriptions and full-color photos aid the reader in identifying plants in the field.

Along the Florida Trail
This guide is part of a series focusing on outdoor activities such as hiking, biking, rock climbing,
horseback riding, downhill skiiing, parasailing, backpacking, waterskiing and scuba diving. Historical
and other background information is provided, as well as comprehensive travel details.
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A Paddler's Guide to Everglades National Park
A comprehensive guide to American cross-country travel furnishes detailed descriptions of a variety of
fascinating odysseys, including such routes as an Eastern Seaboard trip, Route 66, Highway 40, and the
Al-Can Highway to Anchorage, along with Top Ten lists, more than 160 route and city maps, listings of
lodgings and eateries, road safety and car care tips, mileage charts, and more. Original. 35,000 first
printing.

National Parks of the USA
An all-new guide to sea kayaking trips throughout Florida's celebrated Keys.

Discovering the Florida Trail
Experience a place the way the locals do. Enjoy the best it has to offer. And avoid tourist traps. At
Frommer's, we use 150 outspoken travel experts around the world to help you make the right choices.
Frommer's. Your guide to a world of travel experience. Choose the Only Guide That Gives You: Outspoken
opinions on what's worth your time and what's not. Exact prices, so you can plan the perfect trip no
matter what your budget. Off-the-beaten-path experiences and undiscovered gems, plus new takes on top
attractions. The best hotels and restaurants in every price range, with candid reviews. The expert
guidance you need to take charge and travel with confidence. Great trips begin at
www.frommers.travelocity.com Book flights, hotels, and rental cars. Get free updates on attractions and
prices.

Complete Guide to Florida Wildflowers
“Navigating the 1.5-million-acre Everglades National Park just got easier. From lists of necessary tools
for a safe, dry and successful adventure to locating ground and beach campsites for weary campers to
rest their boards, the guide works.”—St. Petersburg Times “This well-organized, clearly written guide .
. . covers all the conceivable necessities. . . . Invaluable.”—Tampa Tribune “[Molloy] describes
backcountry campsites; unusual chickees to Calusa Indian mounds to beachfront islands. . . . A good
starting point for those who would attempt such an up-close visit to the Everglades.”—Ocala Star-Banner
“After learning all about the Everglades in this book, you might want to get out and see this unique
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place firsthand.”—Fairchild Tropical Garden Magazine “Offers important information for boaters (tidal
activity, campsites, routes to avoid, what to pack, wind challenges, approximate paddling time, and much
more) and includes detailed maps . . . . [Molloy's] writing style is both authoritative and enticing; he
can almost make you want to drift about in clouds of mosquitoes and no-see-ums.”—Library Journal Whether
forging uncharted territory or slipping along marked canoe trails, Molloy guides readers through more
than 400 miles of creeks, bays, marshes, and the Gulf of Mexico. This indispensable reference has been
comprehensively updated, and now includes GPS coordinates and twelve new paddle routes.

Paddling Everglades National Park
Discover the beauty and diversity of America's great outdoors in this tour of its most iconic national
parks. Explore Florida's river-laced Everglades, travel down the white water rapids of the Grand Canyon,
trek across the deserts of Death Valley and scale the soaring summits of the Rocky Mountains with this
book that brings you up close to nature's greatest adventures. Packed with maps and fascinating facts
about the flora and fauna unique to each park, this fully-illustrated coast-to-coast journey documents
the nation’s most magnificent and sacred places—and shows why they should be preserved for future
generations to enjoy. Parks include: Acadia, Badlands, Big Bend, Biscayne, Bryce Canyon, Channel
Islands, Death Valley, Denali, Everglades, Glacier, Glacier Bay, Grand Canyon, Great Smoky, Mountains,
Hawaii volcanoes, Isle Royal, Mesa Verde, Olympic, Sequoia and Kings Canyon, Virgin Islands, Yellowstone
and Yosemite.

Miami and the Keys, '98
The Everglades Wilderness Waterway winds an enthralling path through rivers, bays, and streams on the
southwestern edge of Everglades National Park. Rich with wildlife and scenic beauty, it also poses many
challenges for paddlers. Canoeists and kayakers must deal with wind, waves, limited campsites (in the
form of "chickee" platforms over the water and historic groundsites), and no fresh water. As veterans of
this complex passage, authors Holly Genzen and Anne Sullivan turn those limitations into glorious, safe
adventure. Some out-and-back paddles lead to the rivers and bays of the Everglades National Park's
interior; others wind to Gulf Coast sites; still others loop around islands, mangrove forests, or other
natural phenomena. The authors provide marker-by-marker route descriptions (both north to south and
south to north), and comprehensive information on safety, supplies, campsites, and navigation. They also
chronicle the waterway's wildlife, social history, and origin of place names encountered along the way.
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Florida Keys Paddling Guide
Shadow Country
Before 1947, when Marjory Stoneman Douglas named The Everglades a "river of grass," most people
considered the area worthless. She brought the world's attention to the need to preserve The Everglades.
In the Afterword, Michael Grunwald tells us what has happened to them since then. Grunwald points out
that in 1947 the government was in the midst of establishing the Everglades National Park and turning
loose the Army Corps of Engineers to control floods--both of which seemed like saviors for the Glades.
But neither turned out to be the answer. Working from the research he did for his book, The Swamp,
Grunwald offers an account of what went wrong and the many attempts to fix it, beginning with Save Our
Everglades, which Douglas declared was "not nearly enough." Grunwald then lays out the intricacies (and
inanities) of the more recent and ongoing CERP, the hugely expensive Comprehensive Everglades
Restoration Plan.

Hidden Florida Keys and Everglades
Revealing the flavor of the Keys with reviews of over 70 restaurants, this guidebook also has a virtual
tropical plant and flower guide featuring nature hikes and botanical gardens.
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